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Debby Schriver
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Carolle Tremblay

Presidents
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11:00 AM Coping with Triggers and Shunning: How To Change and Use Our Belief System
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 24

Track 1

Coping with triggers and shunning may seem like two different topics. However, they have at their basis the same factors,

and changing these factors in our favor can help us to cope with both, and in fact, thrive beyond them. There is little one can

do to stop the shunning by still members of the group we have exited from. Those triggers that explode in our hearts and

minds without notice can be difficult to react positively to. Those things are hard to change. What we can change is how we

react to them. How we react to them is linked to our belief system - what we believe about ourselves, and what we believe

about the group we have left (how much it still matters to us). How can we change our belief system?

 Speaker

Gary Alt

Radio host

Montana Public Radio

Panel Part 1: Coercive Control & Sexual Exploitation
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 24

Track 2

The language and understanding of coercive control has begun to shift how we view and understanding experiences of

domestic abuse, deepening our capacity to understand the long term impacts of this crime often perpetrated against women

and girls. Little research however, has been done into the intersections of coercive control and sexual exploitation/trafficking.

This presentation will provide an overview of a research project completed by Sagesse in partnership with the University of

Salford exploring how coercive control and experiences of sexual exploitation link together to impact victims of crime. This

project explored the impacts of sexual exploitation within practice, policy and legislation in multiple jurisdictions including

Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and the Netherlands. This presentation will provide an overview of the

linkages between practice, policy, legislation and personal lived experience of sexual exploitation and coercive control.

Pulling from experiences of Sagesse participants, the presentation will review the push and pull factors related to individuals

engagement in sex work/exploitation. We will discuss the themes from participants connecting their experiences to coercive

control and the experience of the loss of personal agency and the implications of that loss on their emotional and physical

liberty. Superordinate themes that were also identified and will be discussed in this presentation included the journey of sex

work, wellbeing, coercive control, interventions and services, protection, and enforcement, and lastly, the intersections of

COVID 19 and sex work. Recommendations for practice and policy with a lens for understanding coercive control and its

impact on sex work and sexual exploitation. This presentation will include a discussion to understand how to implement

suggested adjustments, practice necessities and create more space for survivor voices within prevention, prosecution and

protection components of this complex issue.



 Speakers

Carrie McManus

Director of Innovation and Programs

Sagesse Domestic Violence Prevention Society

Andrea Silverstone

Chief Executive Officer

Sagesse Domestic Violence Prevention Society

Rod Dubrow-Marshall

Program Leader Masters in Psychology of Coercive Control

University of Salford

Linda Dubrow-Marshall

Head of Psychology

The University of Salford

Simplifying Coercive Control for Systemic Change: The PsychoSocial Quicksand Model™
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 24

Track 3

Despite decades of effort and billions of dollars spent every year to end coercion and abuse in its many forms, society is still

facing growing numbers of victims. The invisible nature of coercive control combined with our system’s failure to identify,

intervene and prevent it, have led to ineffective solutions and countless lives devastated and/or lost. Although complex and

nuanced, the elements of coercive control can be taught, and systems can be trained to more effectively detect, intervene in

and prevent it.

 

Kate Amber, cult and domestic abuse survivor, certified in Executive Leadership in Violence and Abuse Prevention, ADA

Advocacy and The Psychology of Coercive Control, is the Founder/CEO of End Coercive Control USA (ECCUSA).

Through ECCUSA, Kate is using her story to raise awareness and educate professionals on coercive control. ECCUSA’s

PsychoSocial Quicksand Model™ identifies coercive control in the perpetrator’s behavior and within system policies and

practices that harm adult and child victims. ECCUSA collaborates with survivors, organizations and professionals to create

innovative solutions that transform traumatizing policies and practices into successful, healing ones, making survivors,

employees and organizations stronger and healthier in the process.

 

Through personal stories and engaging images, this presentation illuminates the distortions that are holding us back from

ending coercive control, and simplifies the strategy and tactics coercive controllers use, so that we can identify it, hold

perpetrators accountable, and protect victims now and in the future. The PsychoSocial Quicksand Model™ offers real

solutions for addressing systemic failures in a way that offers collective societal hope and transformation

 Speaker

Katie Amber

Founder/CEO

End Coercive Control USA

Peace, Violence and New Religions
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 24

Track 4

New religious movements frequently give rise to conflict with other sections of society. Occasionally this conflict develops

into violence which could be initiated by either the NRM or its opponents, but could also be the result of a growing spiral of

polarisation between the concerned parties – a process that sociologists have termed deviance amplification. A few NRMs do

commit horrific acts of violence – as have representatives of almost all the older, traditional religions. Many NRMs express a

yearning for peace and have tried, in a wide variety of ways, to achieve it. Few, however, have shown signs of being

successful at achieving peace for society, though some could be as successful (as are some of the older, traditional religions)

in offering their members an inner peace. It could be argued that, given the potential tension between NRMs and the rest of

society, it is not all that surprising that the very process of attempting to bring about peace can, directly or indirectly,

occasionally result in less rather than more peace. Examples will be offered with the aim of illustrating the enormous variety

to be found among NRMs in their approaches to both violence and peace. It will be stressed, however, that there are

thousands of other NRMs that are not particularly noteworthy so far as their attitudes to either peace or violence are

concerned. Most manage to co-exist with the rest of society without being noticed by those not directly affected by their

presence. However, when they do engage in acts of violence, this is likely to be noticed in the media, giving rise to the

assumption that NRMs are disproportionately violent.



 Speaker

Eileen Barker

Professor Emeritus

London School of Economics / INFORM

12:00 PM Pursuing Counseling After Having Been in a Psychotherapy Cult
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 1

So many people are justifiably panicked about pursuing counseling for themselves after having been at the mercy of the

leader of a psychotherapy cult or a counselor in an abusive residential treatment center. I work with many people who were

terrified about getting help again and waited for years to come for therapy or participate in my support group because their

last counseling experience had been so traumatizing, abusive and manipulative.

People who were controlled and manipulated by therapists and coaches who crossed boundaries, took advantage of their

power and that relationship, made them dependent on them and took them away from their families and friends, need to know

that their new counselor can be trusted. People who have also endured being attacked in psychotherapy group settings and

also have resultant guilt from having been pushed to attack other participants in the group are often too afraid to participate in

groups that could actually offer them healthy support and community.

This presentation will provide counselors with ideas about how to address the specific needs of these clients who were abused

within previous therapeutic settings and will also provide guidelines for people previously abused by a counselor who are

now seeking treatment for themselves to help them assess if their new counselor will provide them with a healthy and safe

therapeutic environment.

 Speaker

Rachel Bernstein

Facilitator

IndoctriNation

Panel Part 2: Coercive Control & Sexual Exploitation
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 2

The language and understanding of coercive control has begun to shift how we view and understanding experiences of

domestic abuse, deepening our capacity to understand the long term impacts of this crime often perpetrated against women

and girls. Little research however, has been done into the intersections of coercive control and sexual exploitation/trafficking.

This presentation will provide an overview of a research project completed by Sagesse in partnership with the University of

Salford exploring how coercive control and experiences of sexual exploitation link together to impact victims of crime. This

project explored the impacts of sexual exploitation within practice, policy and legislation in multiple jurisdictions including

Canada, the United Kingdom, New Zealand, Australia and the Netherlands. This presentation will provide an overview of the

linkages between practice, policy, legislation and personal lived experience of sexual exploitation and coercive control.

Pulling from experiences of Sagesse participants, the presentation will review the push and pull factors related to individuals

engagement in sex work/exploitation. We will discuss the themes from participants connecting their experiences to coercive

control and the experience of the loss of personal agency and the implications of that loss on their emotional and physical

liberty. Superordinate themes that were also identified and will be discussed in this presentation included the journey of sex

work, wellbeing, coercive control, interventions and services, protection, and enforcement, and lastly, the intersections of

COVID 19 and sex work. Recommendations for practice and policy with a lens for understanding coercive control and its

impact on sex work and sexual exploitation. This presentation will include a discussion to understand how to implement

suggested adjustments, practice necessities and create more space for survivor voices within prevention, prosecution and

protection components of this complex issue.



 Speakers

Carrie McManus

Director of Innovation and Programs

Sagesse Domestic Violence Prevention Society

Andrea Silverstone

Chief Executive Officer

Sagesse Domestic Violence Prevention Society

Rod Dubrow-Marshall

Program Leader Masters in Psychology of Coercive Control

University of Salford

Linda Dubrow-Marshall

Head of Psychology

The University of Salford

What do SGAs Want to Cover in Counseling?
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 3

As therapists/counselors, we sometimes assume we know what clients/patients want and need from therapy, especially after

leaving and recovering from being in a cult or high demand organization. However, two recent surveys of 414 Second

Generation Adult Cult survivors (2019) and 112 counselors/therapists who work with former cult members (2019) showed us

this may not be the case that we know what is best for our clients. These research surveys specifically pointed out that clients

want to cover different topics/areas than what counselors/therapists want to cover in therapy. This information session will

cover not only what SGA clients want from therapy, but also give specific and realistic activities/resources that are helpful in

discussing and working through these topics in therapy. The information presented will be based on actual data from 414

SGA individuals who have been clients and their lived experiences from being in therapy.

 Speaker

Cyndi H. Matthews

Associate Professor of Counseling

The Chicago School of Professional Psychology

Drugs as a Tool for Coercive Control
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 4

Coercive control can be looked at from the perspective of the manipulator using drugs as a tool to control the victim. There

are two spheres where the use of drugs have been used to establish coercion. In one sphere, federal prosecutors have brought

human trafficking cases based upon the trafficker supplying drugs, then withholding drugs, and continuing to manipulate the

victims to create a coercive environment to cause the victims to engage in commercial sex, for the perpetrator’s gain. Human

trafficking cases against three defendants resulted in long-term convictions: Andrew Fields (Florida), Jeremy Mack (Ohio),

and Monta Croce (Wisconsin). In those cases, the prosecutors framed a human trafficking case around the theory of coercive

control. They argued it used by the trafficker to control the victims to do what he wanted for his gain. For human trafficking,

an element of the crime is whether the perpetrator used fraud (lies), force (physical), or coercion. These cases were built on

the theory that coercion was used. In another sphere, a victim came forward complaining of a doctor, Ricardo Cruciani, at

Beth Israel Medical Center in NY, who prescribed powerful opioids to a patient, Tanisha Johnson, increased the doses, and

eventually sexually abused her. The use of drugs to control and coerce the victim may be a new way to think about coercive

control. It could also be applicable in cult-like organizations.

This session does not have Q&A.

 Speaker

Robin Boyle

Professor of Legal Writing

St. John's University School of Law

1:00 PM Panel Part 1: Reflections on 5 Years of the Masters in the Psychology of Coercive Control
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 1



After the passing of the Serious Crime Act in the UK in 2015 criminalised coercive and controlling

behaviour (psychological and emotional abuse) and the passing of the Modern Slavery Act (2015)

criminalised trafficking, Rod and Linda Dubrow-Marshall were inspired to create a new Masters of Science

(MSc) programme on the Psychology of Coercive Control. The curriculum was developed and validated at

the University of Salford and the one-year full time/ two-year part-time course began in September 2017.

The programme is the only one of its kind in the world that focusses on the underlying psychology of

coercive control as manifested across the contexts of cults and extremist groups, domestic abuse, labour and

sex trafficking, and gangs. In addition to the master’s degree, a Postgraduate Diploma and a Postgraduate

Certificate in the Psychology of Coercive Control is also offered. Since the second year, the programme has

been validated for international students and has attracted students from a range of countries including the

US, Canada, and Japan. Since 2020 the programme has been offered as distance learning only in order to

increase enrolments and a diversity of students from across the world, some of whom are already working

professionally in the field or are aiming to do so. After five years of delivery with updates and adaptations

incorporated each year, Rod and Linda will share their reflections on what it is like to offer this unique

master’s programme and implications for the areas of education, research, professional practice (across

diverse professions), law, social policy, prevention and rehabilitation. The other members of the panel are

graduates and students from the programme across different years and they will share their reflections of

studying on the programme and how they have gone on to apply the knowledge and insights that they

acquired in their work.

 Speakers

Rod Dubrow-Marshall

Program Leader Masters in Psychology of Coercive Control

University of Salford

Linda Dubrow-Marshall

Head of Psychology

The University of Salford

Richard Turner

Lecturer in Counselling

York College, York UK

Ashley McLean

Katie Amber

Founder/CEO

End Coercive Control USA

Carla James, MSc Psychology of Coercive Control

HPA

University of Salford

Panel Part 1: Assessment of Perceptions and Experiences of Family Members or Individuals

Concerned About a Loved One Who Is or Was in a Controlling or Abusive Group or

Relationship
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 2

Psychological abuse within cultic groups is a worldwide social problem that has negative impacts on the health of victims-

survivors, families and communities. A growing body of research has evidenced the manipulative and abusive practices

endured by many followers of these groups and their deleterious effects on members and former members’ wellbeing.

Despite progress here, little is known about how the involvement and/or ongoing membership of a loved person to such

groups affects their family members or friends. In fact, the lack of study of the experiences and problems faced by families

and relatives of victims-survivors seems to be a common research gap within other areas in which coercive controlling

relationships occur (e.g., intimate partner violence). To address these gaps we conducted a study to examine the concerns,

responses and experiences of family members, relatives and friends of members and former members of controlling and/or

abusive groups or relationships. The initial sample of the study consisted of 230 participants who were/had been concerned

over a current or past involvement of a loved one in one of such groups/relationships. Some of the participants were

themselves survivors of the same groups/relationships (around 30% had been born and/or raised in such). Results showed that

responses seemed very comparable with those obtained when studying family members of people with other problems

(generally a diagnosis of a mental health problem) in terms of family distress and emotional experiences of caring.

Understanding the difficulties and problems faced by family members and their coping responses may not only give visibility

to the suffering of these close relatives of victims/survivors of abusive relationships, as well as evidence the scarcity of useful

helping resources, but may contribute to inform prevention and intervention efforts on this crucial societal problem.



 Speakers

Carmen Almendros

Profesora Titular

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Michael Langone

Executive Director

International Cultic Studies Association

Synergy Between Cults and Terror Groups
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 3

Previous research has shown religious organizations are more similar to terror or violent extremist organizations than they are

dissimilar. Individuals who join both usually have similar characteristics. As contemporary researchers have focused more on

terror groups than cults, the archival knowledge from cult survivors and years of cult research have not been adequately

illuminated as a guide for terror studies. Using the PRISMA methodology (Moher et al., 2009), I examine the literature of

religious cult recruitment, terror organization recruitment and radicalization, and illuminate the multiple confluences between

them. Just as cults and terror organizations are similar in many other aspects, they also tend to follow similar recruitment

patterns. Understanding cult recruitment should be used to assist terror researchers.

 Speaker

Darin Challacombe

Adjunct Instructor, Psychology

Fort Hays State University

Cult Recovery and Trauma
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 4

This presentation will be for mental health professionals to recognize the signs and symptoms of a client currently being in a

cult or a dangerous group. The presentation will consist of skills that the provider can use in order to help a person that is

currently in a cult or is currently experiencing distress from past experience. It is important to note that a cult or a dangerous

group may or may not have anything to do with religion. Also, a cult has nothing to do with the type of religion a person or a

group of people practice. The signs that someone may be in a dangerous cult is if the person experiences a lot of stress from

this group by trying to meet the group's expectations. Is this group very controlling? Does the group tell the individual who

they can or can't date or be friends with? Where they can or can't live? Does the individual experience financial distress due

to giving the group large sums of money? Is the individual being isolated from friends and family outside of the group? Does

the individual spend a lot of time recruiting new members? Does the individual have an unusual fear of the outside world?

The presentation will consist of skills that the therapist can utilize with the individual such as CBT that can help the

individual to challenge black and white thinking related to the cult. Also, the therapists will learn coping skills to teach to the

individual to heal from the trauma such as relaxation skills and positive memories.

This session does not have Q&A.

 Speaker

Laura Chandler

Owner/Director

Eagles Counseling, LLC

2:00 PM Panel Part 2: Reflections on 5 Years of the Master's in the Psychology of Coercive Control
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 1



After the passing of the Serious Crime Act in the UK in 2015 criminalised coercive and controlling

behaviour (psychological and emotional abuse) and the passing of the Modern Slavery Act (2015)

criminalised trafficking, Rod and Linda Dubrow-Marshall were inspired to create a new Masters of Science

(MSc) programme on the Psychology of Coercive Control. The curriculum was developed and validated at

the University of Salford and the one-year full time/ two-year part-time course began in September 2017.

The programme is the only one of its kind in the world that focusses on the underlying psychology of

coercive control as manifested across the contexts of cults and extremist groups, domestic abuse, labour and

sex trafficking, and gangs. In addition to the master’s degree, a Postgraduate Diploma and a Postgraduate

Certificate in the Psychology of Coercive Control is also offered. Since the second year, the programme has

been validated for international students and has attracted students from a range of countries including the

US, Canada, and Japan. Since 2020 the programme has been offered as distance learning only in order to

increase enrolments and a diversity of students from across the world, some of whom are already working

professionally in the field or are aiming to do so. After five years of delivery with updates and adaptations

incorporated each year, Rod and Linda will share their reflections on what it is like to offer this unique

master’s programme and implications for the areas of education, research, professional practice (across

diverse professions), law, social policy, prevention and rehabilitation. The other members of the panel are

graduates and students from the programme across different years and they will share their reflections of

studying on the programme and how they have gone on to apply the knowledge and insights that they

acquired in their work.

 Speakers

Rod Dubrow-Marshall

Program Leader Masters in Psychology of Coercive Control

University of Salford
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Lecturer in Counselling
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HPA

University of Salford

Panel Part 2: Assessment of Perceptions and Experiences of Family Members or Individuals

Concerned About a Loved One Who Is or Was in a Controlling or Abusive Group or

Relationship
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 2

Psychological abuse within cultic groups is a worldwide social problem that has negative impacts on the health of victims-

survivors, families and communities. A growing body of research has evidenced the manipulative and abusive practices

endured by many followers of these groups and their deleterious effects on members and former members’ wellbeing.

Despite progress here, little is known about how the involvement and/or ongoing membership of a loved person to such

groups affects their family members or friends. In fact, the lack of study of the experiences and problems faced by families

and relatives of victims-survivors seems to be a common research gap within other areas in which coercive controlling

relationships occur (e.g., intimate partner violence). To address these gaps we conducted a study to examine the concerns,

responses and experiences of family members, relatives and friends of members and former members of controlling and/or

abusive groups or relationships. The initial sample of the study consisted of 230 participants who were/had been concerned

over a current or past involvement of a loved one in one of such groups/relationships. Some of the participants were

themselves survivors of the same groups/relationships (around 30% had been born and/or raised in such). Results showed that

responses seemed very comparable with those obtained when studying family members of people with other problems

(generally a diagnosis of a mental health problem) in terms of family distress and emotional experiences of caring.

Understanding the difficulties and problems faced by family members and their coping responses may not only give visibility

to the suffering of these close relatives of victims/survivors of abusive relationships, as well as evidence the scarcity of useful

helping resources, but may contribute to inform prevention and intervention efforts on this crucial societal problem.



 Speakers

Carmen Almendros

Profesora Titular

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

Michael Langone

Executive Director

International Cultic Studies Association

Through the Transit Zone
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 3

My proposal is to develop some ideas from my earlier presentation, Remote Control (2019 ICSA Conference) and my book,

Pathways to Freedom (2020 Independent publication). Defectors from the Jehovah’s Witnesses (and others) do not move

easily from within that highly controlled ethos into a new, self-determined lifestyle, but enter a “transit zone” before freedom

from all the lingering hindrances to further progress and which can cause considerable distress. At this stage the focus is

largely upon failings of the WT doctrinal narrative and lifestyle restrictions. Beyond this stage the defector’s destination in

life may still be some distance off. The kind of guidance or mentoring which can be helpful on this latter part of the journey

needs to draw upon experience gained beyond the transit zone. The problem, however, is that the overwhelming majority of

people engaged in life-enhancing pursuits beyond the transit zone have no experience of engaging with defectors from high-

control movements. Whereas help can readily be found for those seeking to consolidate their exit, at the other end of the

transit zone sympathetic guidance may not be so clearly available. During the comings months and years, this has potential to

become something of a problem as the current exodus from the Jehovah’s Witnesses can be expected to gather pace. At its

most troublesome for defectors this could result in a large loosely bonded community whose main basis for association is the

shared roots which they have rejected. People could helped beyond the transit zone to fulfilled lives by an effort to promote

greater awareness among people who are already actively engaged in a whole range of activities and interests, so that

welcoming assistance can be given to those coming through the transit zone rather than through more usual routes into

rewarding lifestyles.

 Speaker

Robert Crompton

Minister (retired), Writer

The Methodist Church of Great Britain

How Lessons Learned From the SGA Community Can Be Applied to the Rehabilitation and

Repatriation (R&R) Context
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 4

Countries globally face the challenge of developing and implementing programs to support children and families recently

repatriated from formerly Islamic State (IS)-controlled territories. These youth face multifaceted challenges of integrating

into a society that is culturally, ideologically, and politically different from the one they grew up in, often from birth.

“Second Generation Adults” (SGAs)--children raised in cults who now identify as members of the ex-cult community--

similarly contend with issues related to integration, including redefining their sense of self, making sense of past ideological

indoctrination, and loyalty conflicts. In addition, both SGA and repatriated individuals are known to struggle with mental

health issues such as cognitive distortions, post traumatic stress symptoms, and low sense of belonging.

Innovative, grassroots initiatives have formed over the past few years to help the SGA community deconstruct ideology and

support one another with adjustment to new ways of living outside of totalitarian systems. Creative therapies, peer support

groups, and web-based resources developed by and for the SGA community share common elements with recommended

intervention guidelines for repatriated populations. Consequently, these SGA initiatives may provide useful models for

rehabilitation and reintegration of children and families from IS-controlled territories.

This paper will showcase interventions and resources created within the SGA community and offer a framework for how

these initiatives could be applied to rehabilitation and reintegration efforts with repatriates from IS-controlled territories.

First, an environmental scan will identify existing interventions and resources for SGAs, as well as any available evidence

describing their effectiveness. Second, intervention guidelines for repatriated populations will be summarized, highlighting

themes that parallel interventions and resources that have been developed for the SGA community. Finally, the paper will

conclude with a suggested framework for applying lessons learned from work with the SGA community to rehabilitation and

reintegration efforts with those from IS-controlled territories.

 Speaker

Enryka Christopher

Clinical Research Specialist II

Boston Children's Hospital



3:00 PM Legal Aspects of Harm and Victimization in Cultic Groups
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 1

The goal of the present project is to contribute to the existing literature on why victims of cults often are attributed great

responsibility for the loss they sustained when they actually exerted little control over the environment in which their loss

occurred.

The project investigates the ways in which we as a society tend to conceive of harm and how we treat persons who we

conclude have suffered harm. Some harms are generally considered to have a stronger impact on the person than other harms.

At times, these conclusions are accurate, yet in other instances the magnitude of the harm is over- or under-estimated. Some

harms are more socially accepted than other harms, for example, because they derive from certain sources or happened in

particular ways. Some harms are readily visible whereas others are more difficult to identify, rendering the latter more

suspect and less accurately assessed even when acknowledged. These and related demarcations are important, because we

commonly feel great sympathy toward victims of certain types of harm yet show a propensity to further injure other victims

by placing unwarranted blame on them. The latter victims endure not only the original traumatic experience but layered on

that an unjustified degree of responsibility for the outcome.

The project considers the underlying psychological bases for the victim derogation phenomenon and explores the degree to

which they manifest in the legal system’s willingness to recognize and vindicate different types of harm. It then applies this

perspective to help explain victim derogation in the cultic context.

This session does not have Q&A.  Feel free to message Linda on the app.

 Speaker

Linda Demaine

Professor of Law

Arizona State University, College of Law

The impact of group psychological abuse on distress: The role of social functioning and

resilience
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 2

During the last decades, different studies have shown that people who experience group psychological abuse may suffer

clinical distress and psychosocial difficulties after leaving the group. However, previous studies conducted in other abusive

contexts indicate that social functioning and resilience can mitigate these adverse psychological effects of interpersonal

violence. Unfortunately, little is known about the role of these variables regarding how survivors of social groups that are

high-demand, manipulative, or abusive towards their members cope with trauma. Taking into account this gap, the purpose of

this study is to examine how social functioning and resilience may influence distress suffered by former members of abusive

groups. An online questionnaire was administered to 794 English-speaking former members of different types of groups, 499

victims of group psychological abuse and 295 non-victims. Results showed that victims of group psychological abuse

reported lower levels of social functioning and resilience than non-victims, and higher levels of psychosocial difficulties and

psychopathological symptoms. Furthermore, results showed that participants who had experienced higher levels of group

psychological abuse tend to have poorer social functioning, negatively affecting resilience. In turn, lower levels of social

functioning and resilience may increase distress. In addition, women and survivors who were born or raised within the group

reported lower social functioning, and in consequence, higher levels of distress. This study highlights the need to promote and

enhance social adjustment and positive coping for fostering recovery from the abusive experience. Effective interventions

will need to focus on a wide range of factors, including the abusive experience characteristics, the circumstances of the

survivors such as sex or the age joining the group, and the promotion of social functioning and resilience.

 Speakers

Emma Antelo

University of Barcelona

Omar Saldaña

Assistant Professor

University of Barcelona

Oscar Wu

PhD student

University of Barcelona (UB)

Alvaro Rodriguez-Carballeira

University Professor



Coping With Authority Figures After Leaving a Group, for Those With Dissociative

Identity Disorder (DID) or Multiplicity
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 3

When being in a cult or influential group the decisions may have been from the group leader or leaders rather than rules

followed by others. Even when the police or government needed to be contacted over a car accident or getting benefits people

in the group may have been coached in what to say. It may of having decisions made by leader on what to wear and even

how much eye contact to be made. When a person has escaped a cult or influential group, they may hold a lot of terror in

talking to authority figures such as police, lawyers and people who work for the government. This means they may continue

to stay in hiding and avoiding any contact with those that could help. It can also mean that when they are ready to talk to

officials about what happened that too much time would of past due to legal time limits and years later evidence would not be

available even though the body and mind holds all the truths. People may already have multiplicity or dissociative identity

disorder going into a cult or group so the truth and varied fears maybe held by different parts or people. They may have been

in one cult before adulthood that was abusive so dissociation occurred then be persuaded into a different cult or influential

group in their adult years. As clinicians what can we do to assist and what might the person with DID try to help stabilise

things.

 Speaker

Olivia Djouadi UKCP Psychotherapy and Supervision

Psychotherapy

The Clinic of Dissociative Studies

Challenging the Popular Perceptions of Transcendental Meditation
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 4

For over half a century, the Transcendental Meditation Program has enjoyed undeserved, positive pop-cultural visibility in

the West, receiving endorsements from the famous and influential, recently including notables such as Oprah Winfrey, Ellen

DeGeneres, Katy Perry, Tom Hanks and Michael J. Fox. How can this popular perception be successfully challenged?

 

Far from being a meditation method that’s misleadingly sold as “not a religion,” almost every element of the program, from

its marketing, its initiation or instruction methods, and its advanced programs, are of a “religious nature,” fundamentally

suspect, and are offered by an organization that isn’t trustworthy. Its internally toxic, cultish, sexist nature is well known

among those formerly involved, who’ve experienced firsthand the practices and habits common among the movement’s

lifelong devotees.

 

While claiming scientific authority and evidence to support itself, the TM organization exists in opposition to science and free

inquiry. TM movement leadership enjoys a close relationship with fundamentalist, right-wing, Hindutva (Hindu supremacist)

cultural and political movements and leaders in India, with which it shares aspects of doctrine and practice. Maharishi

Mahesh Yogi created a movement that was designed to sustain, in India, a right-wing theocratic religious fundamentalist sect,

while in the West soliciting the financial and cultural support of relatively irreligious, generally liberal people who may have

avoided TM if these realities were fully disclosed to them upfront.

 

I’ll be discussing:

What is, and isn’t, Maharishi’s Transcendental Meditation today

A brief history of the cycles of TM’s popularity

The TM movement’s efforts to manufacture a scientific facade for its practice, including creation of its own university

The historical sources of criticism of TM, which have had some influence on its popular perception

The elements of TM instruction that betray its clear religious origins and purpose

Methods for countering TM marketing efforts, online and in social media

This session does not have Q&A.

 Speaker

Mike Doughney

TMFB

4:00 PM The Wisdom of "Tommy": How The Who's Classic Rock Opera Informs about Cultic

Dynamics
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 1



In his introduction to the CD release of the classic rock opera “Tommy,” author and The Who biographer Richard Barnes

stated that "the story line was influenced by [Who songwriter/guitarist Peter] Townshend's rejection of psychedelic drugs and

simultaneous discovery of mysticism...[he] was working on a metaphorical story device that put across the idea of different

states of consciousness. The premise was that we had our five senses but were blind to Reality and the Infinite.” We,

however, are also struck with the congruence between Tommy's story line and the processes of traumatic dissociation,

reenactment, and misguided healing, that culminated in Tommy becoming (and failing as) a cult leader. Although he never

met his guru (Meher Baba), Townsend was a true believer when he began writing and composing “Tommy.” In this

presentation, we will explore Townsend’s creation of "Tommy" in both prose and music, and contemplate his theories about

the creation of a cult leader, Tommy’s attempt to start a cult, and the rebellion that ultimately brings him down.

 Speaker

Steve Eichel

Psychologist

Self-employed

Polygamy: A Cruel Arithmetic
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 2

I was born and raised in, and lived polygamy before I finally found freedom and genuine happiness. For 28 years of my life,

my father was the Prophet of the AUB cult, centered in Murray, Utah. My mother was the first of his 13 wives and I was

number 12 of his 23 biological children. While on my way out, I obtained a B.A. in Education. After I escaped, I published

my first auto biography, Fifty Years in Polygamy - Big Secrets and Little White Lies. With many speaking engagements,

book tours, and helping victims who wanted to leave, came the necessity to establish the Sound Choices Coalition: Informing

Society of the Realities of Polygamy and Advocating FOR its victims. Because of these things and much more, I’d like to

talk about the amazing “findings” in the 2009 Canadian Court Case against polygamy. Chief Justice Bauman finds polygamy

“as harmful to women and children and to society at large, and even to the very foundation of democracy itself.” In 2009 a

team of lawyers from the federal and provincial governments, along with a handful of allied public-interest groups, set out to

prove the experts wrong and to show there were devastating harms that inevitably flowed from polygamy’s “cruel

arithmetic”. The case against polygamy would proceed for almost two years, and was laid out through forty-four days of trial

and more than 100 witnesses. The evidence ranged from the testimony of pre-eminent academics to stark and disturbing

confessions of polygamists testifying under the shield of anonymity. The eventual (2011), 357-page decisions of the Chief

Justice based on “the most comprehensive judicial record on the subject ever produced,” he finds 'that the harm against

women and children outweighs concerns over protecting religious freedom.'

 Speaker

Kristyn Decker

Author, Teacher, Speaker, Victim's Advocate, and Founder and Current President of of Sound Choices Coalition -

Informing Society of the Realties of Coercive Polygamy and Advocating for its Victims.

Sound Choices Coalition - Biography - Fifty Years in Polygamy - Big Secrets and Little White Lies

'Only Normal People Join Cults': Representing and Supporting the Multiply Marginalized

and Neurominority Cult Experience
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 3

My eight-year experience in two cults, has led me to strongly believe that many  marginalised, neurominorities like myself (a

racialised, queer womxn with Autism, ADHD and co-morbid mental health issues) can be more vulnerable to getting

enmeshed into cults. This is due to key impairments in our conditions and the lived experience of trauma (such as racialised

trauma or 'minority stress') which makes thought reform methods more impactful and concerningly more mentally damaging

(and even fatal) long-term.

However, after consuming much cult-survivor/cult-recovery information, media and books, I realised that my perspective and

my experience weren't being adequately represented.In fact many cult awareness experts instead insisted on the ‘normality’,

‘intelligence’ and often ‘high social status’ of those recruited into cults. Biased I believe, by their efforts to destigmatise what

is often a shameful topic for cult survivors and by gaps in their knowledge and own lived experiences.

In my presentation, I will unpack prevalent misconceptions about the 'normality' of people involved in cults. I will argue for

the importance of platforming diverse stories and to having an understanding specifically of the compounded impact of being

multiply oppressed and neurodivergent (with a focus on ADHD/ASD) on the cult experience, based on my own observations

of being in two cults. I will also look at why we urgently need to adopt more inclusive and intersectional approaches in order

to reach vulnerable communities and people like me before cults reach them.

 Speaker

Priscilla Eyles

Cult Awareness & Intersectional Neurodivergent Advocate, Writer, Speaker & JEDI Trainer

Freelance



Leaving Family to Join a Cult, Getting Out & Healing: The Power of Connection
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 24

Track 4

When an individual joins a cult, it can be the case that so many others are affected beyond that individual. In 2001, at the age

of 25, I joined a “mystical christian” cult that I would remain in for 11 years. I was immediately targeted by the leaders as

they sensed the close bond I had with my brother, mother, and father. This schism from my family would prove to be one of

the greatest experiences of torture I would endure. But it was also this deep connection with family that seemed to shift from a

bold rope that tied us all together, able to endure, until it slowly thinned into a frayed piece of string, constantly tugged on by

the leaders of my group until it was a whisper of a web that I perceived as a glistening temptation of the past.

 

And then an awakening began to emerge, resulting from my question that arose against the messages I had been fed. I

wondered for the first time in a long time, ‘Why had I not communicated with my family in 8 years?’ Any question of being

attached had disappeared years ago with the puff of wind that sent the thin silky thread floating as a distant memory. This

curiosity initiated my return to self and release from the group.

 

While the survivor stories of how we left are varied, the role that relational connections might play are often central to

recovery, healing, or even survival. We will explore the power of this beyond my story. My hope is that this presentation

provides relatable information for survivors, and helpful suggestions for friends and families with a loved one in a group of

high control.

 Speaker

Jennifer French

Owner

Jennifer French

Sat, Jun 25, 2022

11:00 AM Roadmaps Not Templates
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 25

Track 1

Roadmaps not Templates

 

“The hardest thing to believe is your own experience”, a statement ever more true when everything regularly now changes

overnight. And when we know that the same people who own ‘the media’ are often also working with and for governments,

it’s hard to know what to believe.

 

More localised or remotely connected authoritarian and controlling groups and influences are now all operating in this

context as well, adding to general uncertainty, and to the pool of scared and docile targets experiencing coercive control in

the family or other relationship, or even through a group joined for support in trying times.

 

On or offline, by nature coercive behaviour seeks conformity, suggesting uniformity, but really nobody is ‘one size fits all’.

The propaganda may be the same, but how we’re affected depends on our tendencies, temperament and personal history.

When we leave the controlling space, these are what we’re left with.

 

All bullying aims to make you do it to yourself. to hate and degrade yourself, ie to destroy all belief in your own experience

and then police yourself in the bullied state, making it hard to reassert meaning out of what has happened.

 

The key to survival, for me, was to make documentary materials to analyse what had happened, contextualise it into the

landscapes of the secondary wounding, of ostracism and cyberbullying and stalking through social media, and express what I

found in images, papers, video.

 

In doing this I learned how documentation assists resistance to coercion and gaslighting, differences between documentation

and publication, how both can both quickly change things around you and about threats to free-speech.

 

Seeking objective context for my experiences, the created objects were informative rather than personally reflective, more a

road-map of what you might find, than a template for recovery.



 Speaker

Angel Garden

Reaearcher - Amazon Films

Panel Part 1: The Evolution of Cult Intervention
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 25

Track 2

As the knowledge base of cults, manipulation, and control has expanded, so too has the awareness that intervention is often

more complex than at first it might appear. Many cult interventionists have become aware that, in addition to the

manipulative and coercive tactics utilized by high control groups, there is often a mental health component that needs to be

understood and addressed in order for the intervention to succeed. Our approach begins with an in-depth assessment of the

family system to evaluate whether intervention is appropriate at a particular time, what part family dynamics might be

contributing to the situation, and who in the family could be helpful during intervention. For all of these reasons we have

found it valuable to collaborate with a mental health professional for a more comprehensive understanding of the overall

picture. This talk will explore the development of our family-centered, non-confrontational, respectful approach to understand

and effectively respond to the complexity of a loved one’s cult involvement. Vignettes from our cases will be presented to

illustrate how this collaboration has enhanced our effectiveness as cult interventionists.

Panel Part 2: (12:00 - 12:50 pm est) The Evolution of Cult Intervention will be for Q&A.

 Speakers

Patrick Ryan

Interventionist/Mediator/Religious Conflict Resolution

Cult News 101 / People Leave Cults

Joe Kelly

Cult Intervention Specialist

Cult Mediation

Doni Whitsett

Clinical Professor Emerita of Social Work

University of Southern California

Rachel Bernstein

Facilitator

IndoctriNation

Decolonizing the Cult Survivor
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 25

Track 4

This presentation will outline my reflections of my experience as someone who was born into the Worldwide Church of God,

a Bible based doomsday cult. It will focus on the effects of psychological colonization by the cult leader and his enablers and

provide an outline of a model for assisting second generation survivors (SGS) of a cult, whom I define as individuals either

born into a cult or brought into a cult at a young age who subsequently leave the cult. This will be achieved by firstly,

providing a brief overview of the cult’s teachings and organizational characteristics. This will include a brief

autobiographical summary of the cult leader. Secondly, the colonizing effect of the cult’s practices will be outlined. This will

include a brief discussion of the cult’s effect on the psychological and emotional development of its SGS, noting that the

cult’s controlling influence led to a level of moral development that stuck at the level of obedience and punishment. While

the primary source of this truncated development is the colonizing effect of the cult leaders traumatizing narcissism, mid and

low-level enablers were required to both mediate and reinforce his colonizing influence. Finally, I will present of model for

psychological decolonization of SGS. The model encompasses for parts, involving listening without judgment (Receiving the

Story), Acknowledging without Blaming (Validating the Story), Identifying Strengths (Reinterpreting the story) and

Identifying Authentic Values and Goals (Rewriting the story).

 Speaker

Grahame Gee

Credentialed Mental Heal Nurse

Rural Outreach Mental Health Service

12:00 PM Panel Part 2: The Evolution of Cult Intervention (Q&A Session)



 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 2

As the knowledge base of cults, manipulation, and control has expanded, so too has the awareness that intervention is often

more complex than at first it might appear. Many cult interventionists have become aware that, in addition to the

manipulative and coercive tactics utilized by high control groups, there is often a mental health component that needs to be

understood and addressed in order for the intervention to succeed. Our approach begins with an in-depth assessment of the

family system to evaluate whether intervention is appropriate at a particular time, what part family dynamics might be

contributing to the situation, and who in the family could be helpful during intervention. For all of these reasons we have

found it valuable to collaborate with a mental health professional for a more comprehensive understanding of the overall

picture. This talk will explore the development of our family-centered, non-confrontational, respectful approach to understand

and effectively respond to the complexity of a loved one’s cult involvement. Vignettes from our cases will be presented to

illustrate how this collaboration has enhanced our effectiveness as cult interventionists.

http://cultmediation.com/

 Speakers

Patrick Ryan

Interventionist/Mediator/Religious Conflict Resolution

Cult News 101 / People Leave Cults

Joe Kelly

Cult Intervention Specialist

Cult Mediation

Doni Whitsett

Clinical Professor Emerita of Social Work

University of Southern California

Rachel Bernstein
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IndoctriNation

Ashlen Hilliard

Cult Intervention Specialist

Cult News 101 / People Leave Cults

Authentic Healing: Reconnecting with Oneself and God
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 3

“The Bible has been used to enslave the individual to a system or group (that proclaims the “real” truth) rather than free them

to become all that God desires them to be. This type of spiritual abuse is devastating and touches the very core of a person’s

identity.”

 

Destructive, religious groups (mostly Bible-based cults) are by nature traumatizing environments, and trauma profoundly

disconnects the member from their own self. Survivors of such spiritually abusive environments may experience many types

of loss, however, the loss of one’s core sense of self, or one’s identity, is the most fundamental and damning. Attempting to

reconnect with God under such circumstances can be filled with terror and thus virtually impossible. He is known only as a

punitive Being; one who is distant, uncaring and unpleasable.

Therefore, attempting to connect with the true God first requires a sense of who “I” am – of being a somebody as a valid and

distinct individual. The survivor can then seek to develop an intimate relationship with the true God, never known in the

destructive group.

 

This workshop will explore:

• Two initial critical principles, where the real struggle lies

• The components of identity, self-esteem triangle

• Traumatic disconnection across three continuums

• Strategies to reconnect with self and God



 Speakers

Robert Pardon

Executive Director

MeadowHaven

Judy Pardon

Assoc. Director

MeadowHaven

Cultic Gaslighting
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 4

Gaslighting refers to attempts by cult leaders to manipulate their followers by creating an environment in which the cult

members doubt their own thoughts, observations, interpretations, and memories. By proclaiming their victims' perceptions to

be warped and their interpretations to be ignorant or wicked, the cult leaders systematically undermine the cult members' faith

that they can trust themselves. The result of this emotional abuse is that the victims become apprehensive, child-like, and

malleable.

In this presentation, the speaker will define the term gaslighting and will present examples of both obvious and non-obvious

ways that gaslighting occurs in cults. The goal is for the manipulation to be recognized and discredited. The speaker will also

explain the personality disorder that leads some individuals to become cult leaders and to take advantage of others. This

personality disorder allows the cult leader to harm their victims without feeling guilt or remorse. Finally, the speaker will

discuss strategies that can be utilized by victims of gaslighting to counter the effects of this manipulation.

 Speaker

William Goldberg

Clinical Social Worker/Psychoanalyst

Private Practice

1:00 PM Mainstream Media: What Is Their Role and Responsibility in Educating the Public About

Cults?
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 1

This talk explores the role of mainstream media in providing public education about the dangers and dynamics of cults. Very

often we notice mainstream media focusing on exposing specific corruptions or injustices from cultic groups, or highlighting

sensationalized anecdotal situations or personal stories from former cult members. However, can mainstream media do more

in terms of providing education about the hallmarks or characteristics of cultic or coercive groups beyond sensationalized

stories?

How can the media expand its role in participating in meaningful cult education as a matter of public safety?

 Speaker

Jacqueline Johnson

Private Practice

Victim Impact: Surviving the Cult after 30-years
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 3

Based on my investigation into the Zion Society cult in northern Utah where 32 children were rescued after years of sexual

abuse by the 120-member group. 30-years later I met with the victims of this case and while we may have rescued them,

learned that we abandoned them as their greatest challenges were beginning. What are the lessons learned and what can

today's investigators do differently? My in-depth research with the survivors brought about change. This information is also

contained, in part, in my book, "Deceived, An Investigative Memoir of the Zion Society Cult." It has been showcased on the

Dr. Phil Show, CourtTV and many other platforms.



 Speaker

Michael King

Creator: Profiling Evil on YouTube

Profiling Evil

2:00 PM Going Off The Derech: leaving Jewish Ultra Orthodoxy.
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 1

People born into strict religions who decide to leave them remain in an in-between state even years later because of the

internalization of the totalizing institutions in which they were raised. While converts into strict religious groups have

considerable institutional support, the same is not true for those who transition into secular society. They are frequently

stigmatized, rejected, and publicly humiliated by their former friends and communities. I argue that efforts required by

former Ultra Orthodox Jews to adjust to a secular Jewish lifestyle, with no guidance to help them navigate the unfamiliar

territories, are enormous. The lack of previous experience in autonomous thought, as they come from communities that

demand blind following, further exacerbates the difficulty. For many, the Hasidic way of life with its all-encompassing

support net are a source of comfort. Many of those leaving ultra-orthodox life have suffered violence, sexual abuse or have

difficulties remaining in an ultra-Orthodox society because of their sexual identity. The aspiration to leave often results from

a traumatic event or rejection the lead to religious doubts and aversion to ultra-Orthodox society. Some have spent a long

time on the fringes of their community. Mental health is often also affected, as a result of the harm caused before leaving or

as an accompanying factor to rejection from the ultra-Orthodox society. However, leaving means giving up everything

familiar, and a close, enveloping community where one is never alone, with little sense of what could replace it. It is

therefore crucial to examine the entirety of one’s account and creatively develop the supports needed as to navigate the

complexities of role and identity change as these people transition from, within, back to, and out of Orthodoxies without the

limiting implications that tend to be associated with deconversion.

 Speaker

Lea Lavy

University of Alberta

Catholic Cults in our Midst? Catholic Orders and Movements Accused of Being Cult-like
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 3

Many will be unaware of "Catholic Cults in our Midst". The movements described in the presentation will not admit it if

questioned, usually claiming official Church approval. But if we apply the classic Cult Characteristic List to a series of

Catholic communities and movements, most of them officially approved, we will begin to wonder, to question and to be on

guard. Beside the better-known organizations such as Opus Dei, Legionaries of Christ/ Regnum Christi Federation, Neo-

Catechumenal, Charismatics, Focolarini ... we will discover some lesser-known but important groups active in the Americas

and in Europe, in all cases covering their foundation, influence, cult-like features and official church interventions. Q&A

period to follow presentation.

 Speaker

J. Paul Lennon

Servant

Fully Human

Cults and Media Stereotypes: Does Media Coverage of Current and Former Cult Members

Hinder Victims’ Recovery?
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 4



Cults are a topic that is particularly misunderstood by the public, and sociologists have complained that the people who join

them are unfairly stigmatized in newspapers, television shows, books and films as bizarre, potentially violent individuals.

However, previous studies have shown that former cult members are actually vulnerable people who need help, as they leave

their groups suffering from such problems as shame, disassociation, low self-esteem, anxiety, depression and self-destructive

tendencies. The study being presented examined whether former cult members frequently accessed media about cults, and if

that exposure related significantly to their symptoms of distress and wellbeing. It was conducted by a journalist and second

generation adult (SGA) as part of a dissertation for an MSc in the Psychology of Coercive Control. It was the first of its kind

to research whether biased or unfair media coverage about cults is a factor involved in survivors’ wellbeing and included a

newly developed scale to gauge former members’ exposure to media. Findings suggested that the more exposure former cult

members have to media about cults, the more negative feelings they develop about themselves and their senses of wellbeing

regarding personal growth, self-acceptance and their relationships with other people. This research suggests that education

campaigns by psychologists to media professionals about ethical ways to portray cults could be helpful. The presentation will

be about the research and the presenter will also discuss her interest and experience with the topic.

 Speaker

Dhyana Levey

reporter, podcaster, MSc in Psychology of Coercive Control

Generation Cult, University of Salford

3:00 PM Religious Legitimacy
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 3

This article seeks to demonstrate both the importance of expertise and scholarship in framing a religion’s claim of legitimacy

in law, and how expertise can be harnessed by a religious group to gain this legitimacy. From a broad overview of the

consequences of religious status in law, the article analyses the tests used to attribute the status, to show the crucial role that

their application affords to experts and scholarship. It then argues that new religious movements, and Scientology, are ideal

case studies to illustrate the importance of scholars and scholarship. Scientology is indeed the only major religion to have

emerged in the twentieth century and is unique in that it has, over this period, gained, lost, re-gained, and grappled with

ongoing challenges to its status in law. The article then illustrates these issues with an analysis of two key periods from

Scientology’s history: its ultimately successful fight to gain tax-exempt status in the United States in the 1980s, and its

response to modern-day challenges to this status. Both periods illustrate, in different ways, how Scientology has recognised

the power of expertise and scholarship, and sought to harness it to frame its claim of legitimacy in law.

The article can be accessed at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3798780

 Speaker

Phil Lord

Assistant Professor

Bora Laskin Faculty of Law, Lakehead University

“Going to University Changed Everything”: Making Sense of Self Through Education and

Career After Leaving Jehovah’s Witnesses
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 4

This talk reviews my dissertation for a Masters in Organizational Psychology gained in 2020 at Birkbeck, University of

London. The qualitative research explores how mature, ex Jehovah’s Witnesses interpret their pursuit of higher education and

career as they struggle to make sense of who they are, following leaving the religion of their birth over ten years ago. Semi-

structured interviews were conducted, transcribed and analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. Participants

experienced significant disruption to their sense of identity and feelings of profound loss of the only community they knew.

They interpreted their pursuit of education and career as a means of self-discovery, suggesting a sense of continuity of

identity, whilst also experiencing the emergence of a different person - an apparent paradox. Generating a sense of

continuity, participants imbued meaning onto personal characteristics and behaviour that they believed found fuller

expression through career and/or further education once they left the organisation. The research draws parallels with extant

work, exploring other identity-challenging experiences, and proposes that people leaving an all-encompassing belief system,

such as Jehovah’s Witnesses, may experience a period of identity moratorium, during which time they work to make sense of

contradictory feelings of identity continuity and change, and that career and/or education may be an important component of

this work. Participants identify career and education as the source of a new community that enabled them to replace their

former one and discover themselves in relation to it.

 Speaker

Stephen Mather

Podcaster, Producer and Researcher

Evil Sheep Productions



4:00 PM Clinical/Therapeutic Assessment of Former Cult Members: What are other Clinician's

Using in Therapy?
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 1

When clients/patients who have been former cult members come in for therapy, clinicians, such as counselors, social

workers, and psychologists, usually assess clients utilizing psychological tests and psycho-social interviews. Clinicians utilize

these tests and assessments to identify problems and issues such as trauma, depression, suicidal ideation, etc. Clinicians use

the information gathered to have a baseline from which they can start therapy, plan interventions, evaluate and diagnose the

client, and measure client progress during therapy. However, clinicians may not have a clear understanding of the

psychological and clinical assessments/ tests that may be most appropriate when working with former cult members. Based

on a research survey of 112 licensed clinicians working with former cult members (2019), the presenter will discuss the

psychological assessments/tests, including psycho-social interviews, most used by ICSA clinicians/counselors. The presenter

will also discuss several other assessments that have been developed by ICSA Counselors, Psychologists and Researchers,

such as The Spiritual Abuse Scale (Keller, 2015), Psychological Abuse in Manipulative Groups (Almendros et al, 2011) and

the Group Psychological Abuse Scale (Chambers et al, 1994). Case studies will also be utilized in discussing when different

tests/assessments might be more appropriate. Participants, after leaving the session, should have a better understanding of

what is available to them when working with former cult members, and which tests/assessments might be more appropriate

for which clients.

 Speaker

Cyndi H. Matthews

Associate Professor of Counseling

The Chicago School of Professional Psychology

Conspiracy Theories: Why They Have Recently Grown and What They Teach Us About

Our Need for Answers
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 3

Conspiracy theories have been around around for millennia.They will continue to be with us indefinitely. They have grown

exponentially over the last few years and have impacted countless families. There are endless streams of conspiratorial

viewpoints available to everyone as soon as they turn their phone or computer on, so there is the potential for constant

exposure to ideas that can wreak havoc in their lives and in their psyches.

Many people cling to answers and feel calmed by having an answer, no matter if the answer is based in fact, or not. This

increases when levels of societal anxiety have risen, as they have now.

This presentation will provide a framework for understanding conspiracy theories as modern mythology, how they impact

the brain and impact people's lives, why they cause such division and hostility, and what helps people move away from these

anxiety-driven ways of thinking.

 Speaker

Rachel Bernstein

Facilitator

IndoctriNation

Awards
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 25

Track 4



ICSA:

Margaret L. Singer Award

Margaret L. Singer Award: "for advancing the understanding of coercive persuasion, undue influence, and psychological

manipulation."

Lifetime Achievement Award: "honors individuals who have, to an exceptional degree, embodied in their work ICSA’s

values of openness, courtesy, and dialogue, and who have made academic and/or other exceptional contributions to the field

of cultic studies."

INFO-Cult:

Dianne Casoni Award: Dianne Casoni was an important collaborator of Info-Cult for more than 25 years, in addition to

sitting on its board of directors for more than a decade. She was a prominent figure in research in the field of religion and

cultic phenomena. Throughout her career, she worked closely with people who have lived in such groups, to better understand

their experiences. As an experienced psychologist and psychoanalyst, she taught for over twenty years in the School of

Criminology at the Université de Montréal.

In order to honour the memory of Dianne and to highlight her important contributions to research, this award aims to promote

and reward written work which addresses one or more aspects of cultic phenomena or which deals with the various areas of

intervention in cultic environments.

More about the Awards : https://www.icsahome.com/aboutus/awards
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Presidents
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Université de Moncton

Sun, Jun 26, 2022

9:00 AM Working with First Generation Former Members (For Mental Health Professionals)
 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…

This workshop will focus on how mental health professionals can best address working with first-generation former

members. Richard Turner will discuss his perspective about mental health issues and how to best help first-generation former

members to recover based on both personal and professional experience. He will review post cult after effects and sources of

help that may be available prior to accessing counselling, and then will address pathways and barriers to recovery Ashley

McLean will discuss challenges in fostering the mental health of former members and how it is important for therapists to

find a balance between focusing on childhood/pre-cult behaviour and the effects of the cult, especially in light of the reports

from some former cult members that often there has been a focus on their earlier experiences when they sought therapy. She

will also talk about how to help former members to overcome the threat of intimidation and to understand organizational

layers of power and how easy it can be to give away our personal autonomy to authority. Dr. Linda Dubrow-Marshall will

conclude with general principles for how mental health professionals can best facilitate the recovery of first-generation

former members based on an appreciation of individual differences amongst common sequelae of the experience of being in

an abusive group and the need for flexibility in helping people to recover.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.



 Speakers

Linda Dubrow-Marshall

Head of Psychology

The University of Salford

Richard Turner

Lecturer in Counselling

York College, York UK

Ashley McLean

10:00 AM Working With People Born or Raised in Cultic Groups or Relationships (For Mental Health

Professionals)
 10:00 AM - 11:00 AM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…

Working with born and raised-in former cult members presents significant and unique issues in terms of recovery work when

compared to former members who joined cults as independent and autonomous adults. This talk goes into depth about the

numerous and specific challenges that former cult members who were either born into or raised in the group face when doing

recovery work. The talk addresses and supports mental health professionals who specialize in recovery work or those who

want to learn more about working with born and raised-in former cult members.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.

 Speaker

Jacqueline Johnson

Private Practice

Q&A Session with J. Paul Lennon: Catholic Cults In Our Midst
 10:00 AM - 10:00 AM, Jun 26

Q&A Session for J. Paul Lennon's Catholic Cults in our Midst? Catholic orders and movements accused of being cult-like

 Speaker

J. Paul Lennon

Servant

Fully Human

11:00 AM Down the Rabbit Hole: How Do the Family and Friends of QAnon Believers Seek and

Provide Support in the Facebook Families of Q Cult Support Group?
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 26

Track 1

For the family and friends of QAnon adherents, the stakes have never been higher. For many who have found their way into

this extreme right-wing cult, the price has been broken relationships, financial ruin, and legal troubles. Some have committed

violent acts—including murder—driven by their unwavering devotion to QAnon, a web of interrelated and ever-evolving

conspiracy theories that include belief in a global sex trafficking ring run by high-level U.S. politicians and the existence of

lizard people masquerading among us as human beings.

 

Desperate to free their loved ones from the grip of such a destructive group, friends and family are seeking advice and

support from professionals, but they are also looking to each other—people undergoing similar trials and challenges—for

support, guidance, and a place to share their sorrows, fears, and frustrations. This presentation will delve into the daily

interactions among members of the Facebook “Families of Q Cult Support Group” from 1 January to 31 December 2021 to

better understand how the family and friends of QAnon members are responding to the challenge of caring for someone

trapped in this high-profile and dangerous modern-day cult.



 Speaker

Jeannette Mulherin

PhD student

George Mason University

The Power of Story
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 26

Track 2

It's human nature to make up stories, and we all make up our own story. We piece it together with the events we feel shaped

our lives. Once we have a fixed story, we learn to play the role of the protagonist. Thus, the story we tell ourselves about

ourselves shapes our behavior, the decisions we make, and the life we create for ourselves. As ex-members, we may feel like

failures for joining a cult, and our story may reflect our rationalizations to justify our mistakes. Stories based on guilt and

grief hold us back. We may think, "that's just the way it is," and believe we can't change it. However, changing our stories

can change our lives.

 

Nori Muster was in the Hare Krishna organization, ISKCON, for ten years, 1978 to 1988. For thirty years after leaving the

group, she clung to the negative story about how the cult ruined her life. She believed joining the group was an unforgivable

mistake, and she attributed her failures to her parents' divorce in 1970 that traumatized her as a fourteen-year old. This story

was embedded in her consciousness for decades and seemed impossible to change. However, in the last three years, through

intensive writing and studying her dream journals, Nori created a new, positive life story. Reading over the journal helped

because she found the dreams non-judgmental and forgiving of her daytime self. Instead of feeling permanently broken, she

has written a new life story of meaningful experiences and love, and she cherishes her younger self. Along with her

discussion of story, she will briefly describe the dream journal project she started in 2016. After the presentation, she will take

questions and listen to others' stories.

 Speaker

Nori Muster

Arts Editor

ICSA Today

Pathways to Healing: The Importance of Psycho-education in the Process of Recovery and

Healing After Leaving a Cult
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 26

Track 3

Individuals who leave cults frequently exhibit symptoms of mental illness, in particular: depression, anxiety and schizotypal

disorders. While these symptoms can affect all former cult members, they are particularly problematic among young people

who have left cults, and especially those born into one. Although there are a number of interventions that can help these

people live full, productive lives with robust mental health, many do not take advantage of them for a variety of reasons,

largely related to their cult indoctrination. Often cults stigmatize counseling and psychotherapy, causing many former cult

members to fear seeking professional mental health treatment. For those that do seek help, it can be difficult to find

appropriate counseling because not all therapists understand the significance of the cult experience. To address these

problems, an extensive survey was conducted of the relevant, current research available on the subject. Although there is a

vast amount of research available concerning mental illness and mental health, there is a relatively scant amount addressing

the unique needs of former cult members. Nevertheless, what is available is quite encouraging in regard to positive outcomes

for emotional and psychological healing. A key point among the findings is the recognition that “core dysfunctional beliefs

and consequent negative thoughts” are central in the development of mental illness (Kinderman, 2005). When false and

damaging beliefs are replaced with accurate, healthy beliefs and coping strategies, individuals begin to recover and thrive.

Psycho-education, particularly in connection with traditional treatments for mental illness, can help empower individuals

suffering with mental health issues by providing them with tools for coping and alleviating those symptoms. Significant

challenges remain and need to be addressed in order to make this information more widely disseminated and available to

those that need it most: former group members, their families, helping professionals, and researchers.

 Speaker

Daniel O’Brien

SECURE - Essential Principles to Understand and Recover from Religious or Spiritual

Abuse
 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM, Jun 26

Track 4



ABSTRACT

SECURE – Essential Principles to Understand and Recover from Religious or Spiritual Abuse

Patrick J. Knapp, PhD

Currently there are at least four major, identifiable perspectives on how people best understand and recover from

religious abuse.  These basic theoretical viewpoints are: (a) a thought-reform or mind-control perspective, (b) a deliberative

or Conversionist conceptualization, (c) a psychosocial needs-based perspective and finally (d) a dynamic-systems approach. 

Both secular and faith-based (Christian) adherents can be variously identified in each of these perspectives.  All these

viewpoints have their various strengths and limitations.  Each is helpful to the extent possible, given the limitations of its

respective philosophic or theological assumptions.  However, a larger contextual approach may be more helpful to

sufficiently understand involvement in and recovery from religiously abusive environments. This presentation will integrate

features from various conceptual frameworks and suggests essential principles necessary for recovery from such abuse. 

A fifth perspective SECURE, is introduced and explained. This approach includes the importance of essential recovery

principles that are embedded in the concept and practice of the following: finding a Safe haven, derived from attachment

theory; acknowledging the essential role and function of Emotion, identified in emotion focused therapy; realizing the

benefits of remaining Cognitively focused, found in cognitive behavioral theory;  having Unconditional positive regard, from

client center humanistic psychology; having a required Relational support system, as identified in the 12-step plans of

recovery; and finally, affirming the need of Education to understand family-systems theory as a unifying and organizing

principle to the religious environment.  Practical activities are identified, and suggestions are made for determining recovery

strategies.

Finally, this presentation will summarize research and findings from a recently (August 2019) completed doctoral thesis. This

work is now available in book form under the title of Religious Abuse and Recovery: Discovering Essential Principles for

Hope and Healing, and easily found on Amazon and other outlets.

 Speaker

Patrick J. Knapp, PhD, ChB

Co-director/Life recovery coach

Becoming Free LLC

Research Workshop
 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…

The research workshop will focus on key areas of research currently taking place on cults and extremist groups and related

areas of coercion (intimate partner violence, trafficking and gangs) across the world. Brief initial talks from speakers (to be

confirmed) from different geographical areas will set out the current range and scope of research in different jurisdictions and

an overview of ‘cultic studies’ will also be provided. Researchers in attendance in the workshop will be able to discuss the

challenges they may be facing or may have faced in proposing new research projects in these areas, including getting

institutional approval (IRB or ethics committee), finding participants, clarifying aspects of research design and getting

support from faculty. Experienced researchers will be on hand to answer questions and all those present will be able to share

their ideas on current and future research including possibilities for collaboration. In previous years researchers have found

the research workshop a helpful way to progress their thinking and plans and as a way to develop networks to advance their

research. The workshop will also discuss the establishment of an online researchers' forum and the development of the

journal and other conduits for research outputs (including conferences in different regions/countries). If you are planning to

attend the research workshop and would like a specific topic discussed then please contact the Research Committee and

Network Chair, Rod Dubrow-Marshall, at rpdmarshall@gmail.com.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.

 Speaker

Rod Dubrow-Marshall

Program Leader Masters in Psychology of Coercive Control

University of Salford

12:00 PM TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY: WATCH THIS SESSION ON Recorded Video LINK

Visioning the Invisible: The Traumatized Bodies of Racialized Cult Members and

Survivors.
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 1



In the cult survivor and cult expert space, there is a noticeable lack of visibility of racialized bodies. So little mention about

racialization of bodies within cults, how racialized experience impacts the risk of cult recruitment, and the racialized

identities of survivors of color who exit cults into a world that is often nearly as hostile and authoritarian towards their

ethnically-identified bodies as the coercive groups they left behind. This talk is an opening, a crack to let light into

considerations of racialized survivor experience. Evvie hopes to expand this conversation, and expand the invitation to

research and support the lives, challenges, healing journeys, and to visibilize the living bodies of cult survivors of color.

Brought by a 2nd Generation cult survivor of color, this talk is at once an invitation to deep curiosity, embodied reflection,

and looking forward in to what is possible.

This session does not have Q&A.

 Speaker

Evvie Ormon

Founder

Emergent Phoenix

Recovering a Sense of Personal Identity After Leaving a High Demand Group, or

Relationship
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 2

Fervent, earnest, participation in a cult or other high demand social experience can result in loss of a sense of personal

identity as we become more identified with the group. This loss can be characterized by many things but personality function

alterations, changes in basic values, and adoption of new and consistent behavior patterns that mirror those of the leader or of

other participants in the experience, are at the top. Those who grow up in these conditions, SGA/MGA’s, may have never

experienced reality any other way. This can be difficult for the emerging survivor to articulate, especially since the concept of

a sense of personal identity itself is controversial. It has been argued that the concept is a fantasy and does not exist, just a

construct of a Western worldview that must be recognized as such and left behind. It can also be difficult for the emerging

survivor to identify exactly what is wrong now that they have left. They can, with certainty, identify with not fitting in where

and with whom they used to feel at home. SGA’s say they have never felt they fit in and cannot imagine ever feeling that

way. This feeling can be present whether the emerging survivor identifies with having been “brainwashed” or not. This

session will enable participants to recognize the three above aspects of personal identity and to know how to address each as

they enable themselves or others to function freely in society outside the group.

 Speaker

Ron Burks

Advisory Board

ICSA

Former Members' Process of Recognizing and Coping with Experience of Coercive Control

in Religious Cultic Groups
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 3

The aim of this presentation is to analyze the process by which former members recognized and named forms of control,

experiences of abuse and experiences of violence during her or his life within a religious cultic group after leaving the group.

The analysis will include all forms of control grounded in relational interactions, namely, behavioural tactics in which

perpetrators gain and maintain power over their victims (Duran and al., 2020: 145). It is also aimed to analyze the informal or

formal help or services contacted to cope with the recognized victimization. Research on victimization in cultic groups

defines with precision the process of control that can be experienced within cultic groups (Rodriguez-Carbeillera & al., 2015)

such as brainwashing (Banisadr, 2014, Stein, 2016) thought reform (Langone, 2017), Bounded Choice (Lalich & McLaren,

2018) or Mind control, BITE model (Hassan, 2021). Some researches document forms of abuse within the group such as

neglect, abandonment, isolation, emotional and social deprivation, and sexual abuse (Derocher 2018; Rodriguez-Carbeillera

et al., 2015). Other research identifies consequences experienced by former members after tthey quit a cultic group such as

psychological distress (Almendros & Escartin, 2017), difficulties to construct or reconstruct their identity (Matthews &

Salazar, 2014 ; Salande & Perkins, 2011 ; Kern & Jungbauer, 2020), difficulties to find a job and to thrive financially

(Matthews & Salazar, 2014), fear of being judged judge (Boeri & Boeri, 2009 ; Matthews & Salazar, 2014), even a sense of

guilt about behaviours they had within the group (Coates, 2010). But research rarely analyzed the process by which a

person’s names and recognizes abusive experiences. To explore that gap in knowledge, the life trajectory and narrative of ten

former members were collected. Participants recruited were mostly former members of patriarchal communities where

gender roles were traditionally defined (Gillian, 2018).



 Speakers

Céleste Goguen

Master's Student in Social Sciences

Université de Moncton

Marie-Andrée Pelland

Professeure de criminologie

Université de Moncton

The Church of England and Its Attempts to Confront Cultic and Abusive Forces in Its

Conservative Wing: Recent Developments 2019 - 2022.
 12:00 PM - 12:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 4

The Church of England like many churches around the world has been facing an avalanche of sexual abuse stories in recent

years. My paper is not to focus on the sensationalist side of these stories but rather to look at the way that some of these

accounts have distinctive cultic elements. Strong personalities like Jonathan Fletcher and John Smyth have operated within

Anglican evangelical networks, using conservative theology and charismatic personalities to captivate and, at the same time,

risk harm to many privileged young men. These attended summer camps and came under the spell of their mesmeric

preaching. Some of the homoerotic abusive behaviour which took place has now been extensively documented by various

reports. Much soul-searching has been taking place among many church leaders, including the Archbishop of Canterbury. He

knew personally, in the 70s, some of the key personalities involved in the summer camps at the heart of the abuse. He also

became a leader while still at university. The paper proposed will be summarising this developing story up till June 2022. It

will also show how the wider Church of England is waking up to the force of cultic methods which have been operating in its

midst for decades. The paper will hopefully assist individuals to see how main-stream churches like the Church of England

can be led astray by cultic dynamics which can be harmful and abusive to those caught up in them.

 Speaker

Stephen Parsons

Retired

Retired Clergyman

Discussion Group for Former Members Who Were Parents in the Cult
 12:00 PM - 1:30 PM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…

DISCUSSION GROUP FOR FORMER CULT MEMBERS WHO WERE PARENTS IN THE CULT

Lorna Goldberg, L.C.S.W, Ph.A.

Doni Whitsett, L.C.S.W., Ph.D.

This group, open only to former cult members who were parents while in the cult, will deal with the aftereffects and

ramifications of this experience.

Parents who leave cults have to handle all the post-cult issues of former cult members; but, additionally, they have to deal

with the consequences of having raised their children in a cult. Topics for discussion may include:

1. The Cult Leader’s Establishment of the Child-Rearing Process

2. The Cult Leader’s Interference with Parental Involvement, Nurturing, and Protection of Children

3. Parental Role (as defined by the cult) and the Cult Relationship with Children

4. Impact of Cult Marriage

5. Impact of Cult Life for Children

6. Empathy and Special Feelings Experienced for Children

7. Post-Cult Reactions

8. Present Relationships with Children and Suggestions for Future Interactions

9. The Need to Grieve and Forgive Oneself.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.



 Speakers

Lorna Goldberg

Director

Institute for Psychoanalytic Studies

Doni Whitsett

Clinical Professor Emerita of Social Work

University of Southern California

1:00 PM TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY: WATCH THIS SESSION ON Recorded Video LINK

Institutional Silence on Sexual Violence: Analysis of Strategies Used by Organizations and

Cultic Groups to Keep the Victims Silenced and Protect their Reputations
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 1

The purpose of this presentation is to analyze different public inquiry’s reports that aims to analyze sexual abuse in religious

organizations, universities, sports organizations and cultic groups to identify institutional strategies used to keep victims

silenced and to keep the abuse hidden from the public at large. Since 1989, various countries (Australia, 2017; Belgium,

2010; France, 2021; Ireland, 2009; Netherlands, 2010), states (Pennsylvania, 2018), Court (WilmerHale, 2021) and public

institutions (John Jay College, 2004) have had inquierers look into sexual abuse allegations. These public or judicial inquiries

are often demanded by public outcry after decades-long systemic abuse and silence (Sauvé, 2021). But the results of the

inquiry have rarely been compared, even if they investigate similar phenomena, such as sexual abuse committed by members

of a group without being publicly reported. To correct that gap in knowledge, sixty-three reports into sexual abuse found in

four types of organizations have been collected and compared. These types of institutions include religious institutions;

Cultic groups; sports organizations and universities. Data analyses allow us to compare the internal process by which victims

report the abuse, how the organization solves the situation internally, how alleged victims were treated before, during and

after the process of denunciation. It also allows us to identify strategies used by the institution to keep the situation hidden

from the public such as isolating the victims, paying the victims, solving the situation internally, threatening the victim and

his or her family. The analysis also compares the recommendations in each report to prevent further abuse. Best practices to

prevent sexual abuse in an organization setting such as a cultic group will also be presented.

 Speakers

Marie-Andrée Pelland

Professeure de criminologie

Université de Moncton

Céleste Goguen

Master's Student in Social Sciences

Université de Moncton

My Father Leader: A Parent Cult from Inside Out
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 3



A.) A Child Victim’s Perspective: Nightmares 

1. The Well 

2. The Eyes - Unseen Friends 

B.) A Father’s Psychological Manipulation 

1. Channels Michael of Nebadon 

2. Adjudicates Satan 

3. Deathbed Visits 

C.) Adult Victim Processes Shattered Faith 

1. Writing 3rd Person - Dad played by a Grandmother and Grandfather 

2. Writing in 1st Person, Dad played by a Grandmother 

3. Writing in 1st Person - Saying, “My Father...” 

D.) Family Ostracizing - Shunned by Family 

1. Recognizing I have already gone No-Contact 

2. Mother “Takes Sides” when I verbalize this to her 

3. Sibling follows mother’s lead, to “Take Sides”

4. When Writing gets healing just so far: Group Therapy with Former Cult Members, Individual Therapy 

E.) Share Book Title: “Culted Child: The True Story of a Daughter Disciple ” https://amzn.to/3hQFMHl 

Other Presentations:

IndoctriNation with Rachel Bernstein presents Thought Adjusters w/ Maria Peregolise ( https://soundcloud.com/

indoctrinationshow/unseen-friends-w-maria-peregolise Cultedchild.com https://cultedchild.com)

Igotout.org article Just Trust Me ( https://www.igotout.org/written-stories-1/just-trust-me)

ICSA TODAY IT Vol. 11 No. 2 (2020) Arts: Poetry – Maria Peregolise (24-25), ( https://www.icsahome.com/icsa-

publications/icsatoday/issues)

F.) Q & A

 Speaker

Maria Peregolise

Culted Child: The True Story of a Daughter Disciple, available on Amazon Cultedchild@gmail.com

https://www.amazon.com/Culted-Child-Story-Daughter-Disciple-ebook/dp/B099R297XG/ref=mp_s_a_1_1?

crid=3ICWMBVTG2R3X&keywords=culted+child+book&qid=1656075570&sprefix=cursed+child+book%2Caps%2C81&sr=8-

1

https://cultedchild.com

Life After Spiritual Abuse: Reflecting on my Own Experience
 1:00 PM - 1:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 4

The present talk reflects on my experience of 30 year being a follower of former Roman Catholic priest Fernando Karadima.

I will share a brief journey of my personal experience about being captured and reborn after 30 years of abuse. The

presentation combines my actual life experience with the most recent definition of spiritual abuse and the key characteristics

of it. I will confront life experience with academic concepts brings light to both, experience and concepts.

 Speaker

Francisco Prochaska

Consultant

Independent

Writing to Reckon – A Workshop for Those Impacted by Cultic Abuse to Help Find the

Words that Express What They’ve Endured
 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…



Psychiatrist and Clinical Professor, Dr Daniel Siegel teaches that an essential way to heal from the confusion

of traumatic events is to “create a coherent narrative”. Finding the words to express what one has experienced

stimulates neural and emotional integration that leads to healing from abuse. Writing – along with good

therapy and self-education – was a key element in Buglion’s cult recovery journey that started in 2014, after

eighteen years in a cultic group. Today her work in Cult Recovery and Education includes facilitating

numerous Writing to Reckon workshops and ongoing classes – all designed to support individuals and their

families who have experienced cultic, spiritual and/or institutional abuse.

This workshop, open to survivors and their families, will begin with a very brief lesson in cult dynamics that

will also include writing prompts. All participants will have time to write and then there will be an

opportunity for those who wish to share their writing to do so, followed by a structured time for gentle,

positive feedback. Writing to Reckon provides space for survivors to explore language in a non-judgmental

setting. There will be mental health professionals attending the workshop to assist anyone who may need

individual support. Additionally, the structured container for the workshop is designed to assure privacy,

confidentiality and emotional safety. Participants will leave the workshop with suggestions (through a

handout) on how to continue to use writing as a tool for cult recovery.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.

 Speaker

Gerette Buglion

Author Educator Speaker and CoFounder of iGotOut.org

Clinical Roundtable for Mental Health Professionals Only
 1:00 PM - 2:30 PM, Jun 26

Following interesting and lively discussions at a number of ICSA conferences, a Clinical Roundtable for Mental Health

Practitioners is being held again on Zoom for ICSA Online Conference 2022. This 90-minute session (with a 10 min break)

will be an interesting opportunity for clinicians to discuss clinical vignettes (highly disguised for confidentiality) to illustrate

a specific clinical problem and to highlight their questions regarding certain circumstances that occur within therapy with cult

leavers—first, second and multi-generation—as well as issues that arise with family members. It is also an opportunity to

support one another in this specialist work. The subjects that might be covered could be, for example: how to apply the

psycho-educational approach, floating and grounding, cult pseudo-identity, confidentiality, trust, identity post-cult, problems

with relationships, effective therapeutic approaches for these client groups, assessment, communication skills, dissociation,

self-harm, post-cult adjustment, post cult recovery, secondary trauma and the impact on the therapist, so on. The Clinical

Roundtable will be facilitated but structured so that mental health professionals have an opportunity to participate in the

discussion (it is not a presentation as such but a discussion forum). This session is open only to those who are mental health

professionals with an advanced degree in one of the mental health fields or those in training in this field. This will be strictly

adhered to for reasons of confidentiality. The only cases that will be discussed will be those presented by a clinician in the

session (that is, vignettes cannot be discussed if the clinician does not attend and present them). The Roundtable will not be

recorded.

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.

 Speakers

Gillie Jenkinson

Vicky Kalis

Pychotherapist

Compassion Restoration

Gill Harvey

Therapeutic Counsellor

Private Practice

2:00 PM Beyond the Conference: Chat with ICSA President
 2:00 PM - 2:45 PM, Jun 26

Track 1



What is available for ICSA members throughout the year?  How can we stay connected?  Chat informally with ICSA

President Debby Schriver about conference take-aways.

Join Zoom Meeting

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81928669666?pwd=P52tE1jVi-Mv3xH-kNIutWFWy6ACck.1

Meeting ID: 819 2866 9666

Passcode: 518525

 Speaker

Debby Schriver

Emerita

University of Tennessee

Human Rights Violations Within Religious Cults and How the US Legal System Fails to

Protect Victims of Abuse
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 3

The complex issue concerning the outdated constitution and the lack of change over the years due to staunch originalists or

the text combined with how the US legal system fails to protect victims of religious abuse. 

The US was based on a secular society yet the legal and political system is enshrined in religion and the more conservative

political leaders are restricting people's freedoms further. Religion is such a contentious area for debate in the US with

conflicting rules throughout history and the law. 

However, the human rights abuses occurring within the country are largely ignored. Scientology is a prime example of

abusing its followers and using money to evade prosecution. Danny Masterson’s case in LA is a rarity and it has taken years

to achieve a court hearing. Yet, Scientology is a more known ‘religion’ due to its ‘celebrity nature’, other groups such as

FLDS and other branches of polygamy often see their lifestyle glamorised in shows such as TLC’s Sister Wives. 

It needs to stop now. Everyone should be afforded their human rights and the US is no different. They should be working to

end religious abuse and protect victims. The US is bound by international law to protect its citizens and it is failing to do so

when it comes to religious abuse.

 Speaker

Jane Ridley

Director

Sound Choices Coalition

Healing from Spiritual Abuse Through Connection to the Natural World
 2:00 PM - 2:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 4

Most trauma - especially complex trauma - disconnects an individual from their self, their true essence. For those who have

come out of a high demand group or relationship, it is imperative to rediscover, or in the instance of an SGA, discover for the

first time, this sense of authentic self.  

Addressing the needs of former members, I point to connection with our natural environment as one form of recovery from

both the controlling environment and as a way to recover/discover one’s essential self.  

Connection with the natural world dissolves the dualism of mind-body and can create a sense of self within the larger

environment that empowers an individual to access spirituality without human manipulation or coercion. Research has proven

that even small doses of time connecting to nature relieves mental health symptoms such as depression and anxiety. Being

part of something bigger and more complex than ourselves can create a sense of awe, instill deeper resilience and allow

expansive thinking. Nature’s intricacies inspire us to think creatively and hold potential for seeing ourselves anew.

My childhood experiences of backpacking in deep forests offered a protective factor that offset the destructive effects of

growing up in a cult. A sense of belonging in this realm was there for me when I left the cult and became suddenly alone in

the very ‘world’ I had been taught since birth to avoid.  Until I learned to trust others and myself again, I had the

unconditional support of the natural world with its patterns and beauty. I had the awareness that my interactions within this

world were based on absolutely clear reciprocation. This healing modality is something I feel increasingly moved to share,

specifically in the realm of spiritual abuse and recovery.

 Speaker

Gwendolyn Roit

Clinical Mental Health Counselor

Harvest Moon Farm



3:00 PM Developing Our Inner Authority: About the Workshop/Support Sessions for Survivors of

Coercive Groups and Relationships
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 2

"I've had individual therapy, but after attending my first workshop I realize that what I need now is learning from the group

of former members." "By having compassion for others in the workshop, hearing their stories, I'm gaining compassion for

myself." "I wasn't aware until listening to others in the workshop and reading the educational material you provide, how

many relationships I've been involved in that have been coercive.” "It's a relief in these workshops that we're not passively

listening to an 'expert'." 

The purpose of these workshops/support sessions is to help participants gain insight about what happened to them, learn how

others have responded to similar situations, and find new ways of coping in healthier relationships and situations. This

includes expressing themselves with others who understand, gaining mutual support and acknowledgement, learning how to

navigate through symptoms effectively, and deepening awareness of coercive control and influence. It is not a therapy group. 

Participation is limited to 10 - 15 each two hour session,  via Zoom, with “regulars” attending and getting to know each other.

I will explain how the workshop helps survivors with their recovery and growth, topics they have wanted to explore,

examples of resources, and what I've learned from working with this population that is continually forming my approach. 

In disconfirming inaccurate, self-limiting beliefs from thought reform and abusive families and relationships, one benefits

from attitudes and environments that counter the oppressive demands of coercive groups and relationships.  The workshop is

one way to assist in this regard.

 

 Speaker

Colleen Russell

Psychotherapist and Educational Consultant

Colleen Russell, LMFT

The Occult in Cults: Toward a Better Understanding
 3:00 PM - 3:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 3

Hidden knowledge, ancient wisdom revealed, mystical power, and secrecy all attend what we call the occulture that

undergirds most religious movements, new and old. The speaker will reference the work of James C. N. Webb (1946-1980), a

remarkable, young Scottish historian and biographer. whose concentrated on the history and effects of the occult in religion,

politics, and personal growth. Human curiosity about things hidden from our senses and awareness has led our species to

create plausibility narratives as disparate as astrology and astronomy to help us make sense of the world and ourselves.

Harmful cults often bait recruits with the potential to realize and learn how to use occult powers.

 Speaker

Joseph Szimhart

Building Bridges; Leaving and Recovering from Cultic Groups and Relationships: A

Workshop for Families
 3:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 26

Workshop: Advanced Registration Required – Details Will be Sen…



This workshop will explore our experiences and the insights we have gained, over the past thirty-four 

years of exit and recovery practices. We will offer suggestions of how our approach may be helpful when 

addressing coercive control, abuse and persuasion in domestic and familial settings, human trafficking, 

and gangs, and in radicalization, extremist groups, and cults/sects.

Topics discussed include: 

Introduction and overview of a Cult Model;

spects of cult recovery research that may be helpful to families;

assessing and Discussing each family’s unique situation;

learning how to assess your situation; 

understanding why people join and leave groups; 

considering the nature of psychological manipulation and abuse; 

being accurate, objective, and up-to-date; 

looking at ethical issues; 

developing problem-solving skills; 

formulating a helping strategy; 

learning how to communicate more effectively with your loved one; 

learning new ways of coping;

the nature of psychological manipulation and abuse;  

therapy and recovery

Workshop Access sent via email to "workshop pre-registered attendees".  Registration is limited.

 Speakers

Patrick Ryan

Interventionist/Mediator/Religious Conflict Resolution

Cult News 101 / People Leave Cults

Rachel Bernstein

Facilitator

IndoctriNation

Joe Kelly

Cult Intervention Specialist

Cult Mediation

Ashlen Hilliard

Cult Intervention Specialist

Cult News 101 / People Leave Cults

4:00 PM Unpacking Belief Systems
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 2

How do people get trapped in cults? One tool cults use is emotional and mental coercion to exercise undue influence keeping

people stuck in the group. Even without physically holding people prisoner, it is possible to hold them by building a closed

system of beliefs and isolating them from other ideas. This is especially true for people who have grown up in high control

groups because when they leave, they don’t have a pre-existing set of beliefs to return to. High-control groups often excel at

weaving a set of beliefs that are difficult to think one's way around. They form a circular system, using thought-stopping

techniques, keeping people unable to think critically for themselves. Once embraced, it is nearly impossible to challenge those

beliefs. One of the biggest struggles for Ms. Wallace, as a born-in cult survivor, is changing these implanted core beliefs.

Even while logically disagreeing with the cult's beliefs, triggers can be intense. In this workshop we will discuss how cult

survivors can change these implanted and debilitating beliefs. We will also discuss how professionals, supportive family, and

friends can help people escaping high control organizations unpack and change self-harming beliefs and discuss what types

of things might make matters worse for the “escapee”. Join Wallace and Dr. Linzer for an exploration of these questions.

Wallace will share her personal experiences “detoxing” from being raised a Jehovah Witness. She has spent the past twenty

years struggling to get the cult out of her head. Dr. Linzer and Wallace spent years discussing Wallace’s cult experience

finding many similarities between child custody work and healing cultic experiences. Please join us as we discuss this

process of helping someone leave a cult. We will have a few minutes for questions at the end.

This session does not have Q&A.



 Speakers

Kat Wallace

Co-President

Navigating Consent

Judith Linzer

child custody evaluator

Clinical Psychologist in Private Practice

Beyond Distress and Trauma: Well-Being and Satisfaction With Life in Survivors of Group

Psychological Abuse
 4:00 PM - 4:50 PM, Jun 26

Track 3

Introduction: social sciences have provided a well of evidence regarding the negative consequences of group psychological

abuse (gpa) on its survivors’ mental health in terms of negative outcomes such as trauma and distress. However, as health is

not the mere absence of infirmity and distress, it is necessary to better examine well-being-related variables in survivors of

gpa. method: the present quantitative study assessed psychological well-being, social well-being, and satisfaction with life in

a sample of 636 former members of both abusive (n=377) and non-abusive groups (n=259). results: survivors of gpa showed

significantly lower levels of satisfaction with life and both measures of well-being. at a subscale level, greater differences

were found in positive relationships with others, self-acceptance, social integration, and social acceptance. satisfaction with

life and well-being positively correlated with time elapsed since leaving the abusive group, although no differences were

found regarding the religious nature of the group, generation (first-generation vs second-generation), time spent in the group,

and method of abandonment (personal reflection, exit counseling or expulsion). in addition, psychological stress experienced

after group departure mediated the relationship between gpa and well-being measures. this study contributed to a better

understanding on the consequences of gpa, indicating they are not limited to generating psychosocial difficulties and clinical

symptoms, but also diminishing satisfaction with life, social well-being, and psychological well-being. conclusion: a

therapeutic approach that includes stress reduction and strengthens interpersonal connections would help to improve

survivors’ well-being. more research regarding other variables that may mitigate or increase the deleterious effects of gpa on

well-being is still needed. keywords: group psychological abuse, social well-being, psychological well-being, satisfaction

with life, stress.

 Speakers

Oscar Wu

PhD student

University of Barcelona (UB)

Emma Antelo

University of Barcelona

Alvaro Rodriguez-Carballeira

University Professor

Omar Saldaña

Assistant Professor

University of Barcelona

4:55 PM Conference Closing
 4:55 PM - 5:00 PM, Jun 26

All Tracks

Debby Schriver: President - ICSA

Carolle Tremblay: President – Info-Cult

 Speakers

Debby Schriver

Emerita

University of Tennessee

Carolle Tremblay

Presidents

Info-Cult - Centre for Assistance and for the Study of Cultic Phenomena




